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This paper considers the variational problem of Hermite interpolation and its
error bounds. The optimal Hermite interpolant, which minimises the semi-norm of
the reproducing kernel Hilbert space Ch determined by given r-CPDm function h,
is just the h-spline Hermite interpolant. The results on error estimation and
convergence rate of the h-spline interpolant generalise those of W. R. Madych
and S. A. Nelson (1988, Approx. Theory Appl. 4, 77�89; 1990, Math. Comp. 54,
211�230), Z. Wu and R. Schabach (1993, IMA J. Numer. Anal. 13, 13�27), and
W. Light and H. Wayne (1994, in ``Approximation Theory, Wavelets and Applica-
tions'' (S. P. Singh, Ed.), pp. 215�246, Kluwer Academic, Dordrecht�Norwell, MA)
to the case of Hermite interpolation. � 1998 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

The classic variational approach of interpolation proposed by Duchon
[4, 5], and further discussed by Meinguet [13], is to find an inter-
polant u # D&mL2(Rd)=[ f : D:f # L2(R

d) \ |:|=m] minimising the quad-
ratic functional

&u&2
m := :

|:|=m

c: |
R d

|D:u(x)| 2 dx, (1)

under the interpolatory constraints

u(xi)= fi , 1�i�N, (2)

with

N�d(m) :=\d+m&1
d + . (3)
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Here m>d�2 so that point-evaluation functionals are continuous,
x1 , ..., xN # 0 are interpolation points, and f1 , ..., fN are data. The positive
constants c: are specified by

|!|2m= :
|:|=m

c: !2:.

Denote by 6k(Rd) the space of polynomials of degree less than or
equal to k in d variables, and let n=dim(6k(Rd)). furthermore, let the
polyharmonic splines h be defined by

h(r)={r2m&d,
r2m&d log r,

d odd,
d even.

(4)

Then, the solution of the above constrained interpolation problem is just
the h-spline interpolant; i.e., the interpolant is of the form

s(x) := :
N

i=1

ai h(&x&xi&)+ :
|:|<m

b:x:, (5)

where

:
N

i=1

aip(xi)=0 \p # 6m&1(Rd). (6)

In [11, 12] Madych and Nelson describe a variational approach for
interpolation using a fixed conditionally positive definite (CPD) function.
Unlike Duchon's approach, they begin with a continuous CPD function h
and construct a semi-Hilbert space Ch based on h. Then using the
reproducing kernel Hilbert space theory they establish pointwise error
estimates as the interpolation points become dense in 0. Later, Wu and
Schabach [18] and Light and Wayne [10] exploit Kriging methods and
representer theory, respectively, to arrive at similar error estimates. Here
we modify and extend the method from [11, 12] to examine convergence
rates for Hermite interpolation, again using CPD functions. One can also
use the Kriging method or representer theory to attack the same problem.
It should be pointed out that all these approaches, coming from different
perspectives though they do, conform with the variational spline theory
presented in its general form by Atteia [1], Bezhaev and Vasilenko [2], or
Laurent [8]. This is also true of the theory presented in this paper.

To describe the Hermite problem we introduce the space Cr composed
of r-times continuously differentiable functions in Rd, and its dual space
E$r :=[g : g is a compactly supported distribution on Rd of degree at
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most r]. Here r is the largest integer number such that the CPD function
h # C2r(Rd). For L # E$r and f # Cr, let

(L, f )

denote the action of distribution L on the test function f. In Section 2 we
will construct the Hilbert space Ch based on h, possessing semi-norm | } |h ,
in which our analysis occurs. Given a set of distributions 4 :=[L1 , ..., LN]
/E$r and data f1 , ..., fN , let V4=[u # Ch : (Li , u)= fi , i=1, ..., N]. We
wish to find u # Ch such that

|u|h= inf
v # V4

|v|h .

Such a solution u is called the optimal Hermite interpolant. We assume
that the set 4 contains unisolvent subset over 6m&1 , which is to say that
if (L, p)=0, p # 6m&1 , for all L # 4, then p=0.

With reference to the general framework [1], we show that the h-spline
Hermite interpolant

s(x) := :
N

i=1

ai Li V h(x)+ :
|:|<m

b:x:

satisfying

(Li , s)= fi , i=1, ..., N,

and

:
N

i=1

ai (Li , p)=0 for p # 6m&1(Rd)

is the unique optimal Hermite interpolant from Ch . Here the convolution
Li V h of distribution Li with function h # C2r(Rd) is defined as usual, i.e.,
(Li V h)(x)=(Li , h(x&} )). Using this fact we close Section 2 with a bound
on |(M, f &s)| for a given M # E$r and f # Ch . The main result of the paper
is in Section 3, where we assume that

Y:=[ y # Rd | D: $y # 4]

satisfies

dist(Y: , 0) :=sup
x # 0

min
y # Y:

|x& y|�\,

for some given : such that |:|�r. Then, if M=D; $y for some ; # Zd such
that |;|�r, ;�:, and y # 0, we obtain the pointwise convergence rate of
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the error bound |(M, f &s)| on 0 in terms of the density measure \ of Y:

on 0,

|(M, f &s)|�C\r&|;|,

where C is a constant, depending on f, but independent of \. As is shown
in Duchon [4], this can bee extended to a uniform bound on 0 if 0
satisfies, for example, a cone condition.

The solvability of the h-spline Hermite interpolation has been studied by
several authors such as Wu [17], Sun [16], Jetter et al. [7], and
Narcowich and Ward [14]. They get certain sufficient conditions to
guarantee the well-poisedness of Hermite interpolation. One such sufficient
condition is that h be strictly r-CPDm . Let E$m, r=[L # E$r : (L, p)=0,
\p # 6m&1].

Definition 1. A function h is called r-CPDm if h # C2r(Rd) and
(L, L V h)�0, whenever L # E$m, r . If the inequality holds strictly for all
nonzero members of E$m, r then h is called strictly r-CPDm .

We point out that (L, L V h) is well defined if L # E$r and h # C2r(Rd). When
L is pointwise supported, L=D: $x0

, for example, then L V h(x)=
D:

y h(x& y)|y=x0
. In such cases, we write L V h(x)=Lh(x&} ).

Lemma 1. Let h have positive generalized Fourier transform h� on Rd�[0]
satisfying

|
|!|<1

|!| 2m h� (!) d!<�,

(7)

|
|!|>1

|!|2r h� (!) d!<�.

Then for any L # E$m, r ,

|(L, ei } !)|2=O( |!|2m), ! � 0,

(8)|(L, ei } !)|2=O( |!|2r), ! � �.

Moreover, h is strictly r-CPDm .

Proof. That Eqs. (8) are true is easily deduced from the fact that L
annihilates 6m&1 and by the definition of the order of distributions; see
Donoghue [3]. Since h satisfies

|
|!|<1

|!|2m h� (!) d!<�,
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and

|
|!|>1

|!|2r h� (!) d!<�,

the integral

|
Rd

h� (!) |(L, ei } !)|2 d!

is convergent. Thus using elementary properties of distributional Fourier
transforms, we have

(L, L V h)=(L� , L� h� )

=|
Rd

h� (!) L� (!) L� (!) d!

=|
Rd

h� (!) |(L, ei } !)|2 d!

>0, (9)

where we have used the formula L� (!)=(L, ei } !). Thus h is strictly
r-CPDm . K

According to Lemma 1, the Gaussian kernel e&|x|2 is strictly r-CPDm for
m�0 and r<�; the thin plate splines as given in (4), for r<m&d�2; the
multiquadrics - 1+|x|2 for m�1 and r<�; and the inverse multiquadric
1�- 1+|x|2 for m�0 and r<�. In this paper, we will always assume that
h satisfies conditions (7).

2. ERROR ESTIMATES FOR h-SPLINE INTERPOLATION

For L1 , L2 # E$m, r , define

(L1 , L2) :=(L1 , L2 V h).

Then, as h is strictly r-CPDm , ( } , } ) is an inner product on E$m, r . Let H
be the Hilbert space completion of E$m, r with the norm & }&H inherited from
( } , } )1�2. Define the map T by

T: L # H � T(L) :=L V h, (10)
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and the space

Dh :=[T(L)=L V h | L # H].

The mapping T is one to one because h is strictly r-CPDm . Endow Dh with
the inner product

( f, g)h :=(T&1( f ), T &1(g))H . (11)

Then & }&h is a norm and (Dh , & }&h) is a Hilbert space. By the definition of
Dh we know that Dh is orthogonal to polynomial subspace 6m&1 . Let

Ch=Dh �6m&1

and endow Ch with the semi-inner product

( f, g)h :=( f1 , g1)h ,

when f = f1+ f2 , g= g1+ g2 with f1 , g1 # Dh and f2 , g2 # 6m&1 . Then
(Ch , | } |h) is a semi-Hilbert space with a semi-norm | } |h=( f, f )1�2

h , having
the polynomial subspace 6m&1 as its kernel.

Theorem 1. Let the strictly r-CPDm kernel h be as in Lemma 1. Then,

(a) Ch is continuously imbedded in Cr(Rd).

(b) if L # E$m, r ,

(L, f )=(L V h, f )h for all f # Ch .

Proof. Statement (a) follows directly from the definition of Ch due to
the fact that h # C2r(Rd). Let L # E$m, r , and let f # Ch . By definition of Ch ,
there exists a # # H such that f := f#=# V h+Pm&1 , where Pm&1 # 6m&1 .
Then we have

(L, f )=(L, f#)=(L, # V h+Pm&1)

=(L, # V h)=(L, #)H

=(L V h, # V h)h=(L V h, f#)h

=(L V h, f )h ,

which proves (b). K

As in [12] it is possible to describe more explicitly the elements of Ch .
However, here we are mainly concerned with producing an error estimate.
To see how we do this in detail the reader is referred to [9], but here it
is more appropriate to appeal to the general setting of Atteia to indicate
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how the required estimate is obtained. The important ingredients of the
theory are the semi-Hilbert space Ch , the reproducing kernel property
(Theorem 1(b)), and the set 4, which, by Theorem 1(a), is a set of con-
tinuous functionals from Ch into R. For then we know that there is a
unique element of Ch ,

s(x)= :
N

i=1

ai Li V h(x)+ pm&1(x),

where pm&1 # 6m&1 , such that, for any v # V4

|v| 2
h=|v&s| 2

h+|s| 2
h . (12)

We recall here that, given a data set f1 , ..., fN , V4=[v # Ch : (Li , v)= f i ,
i=1, ..., N]. An immediate consequence of the last equation is the
semi-norm minimization property

|s|h= min
v # V4

|v|h .

Now we estimate the error |(M, f &s)|, where s is the h-spline Hermite
interpolant to f and M # E$r . For this purpose we define a distribution L by

L=M+ :
N

k=1

ckLk ,

where c1 , ..., cN are so chosen that L # E$m, r . This is always possible because
4 is linearly independent over 6m&1 . In fact, there exists a subset, say
[L1 , ..., Ln]/4, where n=dim 6m&1 , having the same property. Further-
more, there exists a basis of polynomials p1 , ..., pn # 6m&1 which form a
biorthonormal basis [L1 , ..., Ln], i.e., (Li , pj)=$i, j , i, j=1, ..., n. Let

{ci=&(M, pi),
ci=0,

i=1, ..., n;
i=n+1, ..., N.

(13)

Then the functional L=M+�N
k=0 ckLk will annihilate 6m&1 . Moreover

(L, f &s)=M+ :
N

i=1

ci (Li , f &s)

=(M, f &s),
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as (Li , s)=(Li , f ) for i=1, ..., N. Thus by (b) of Theorem 1,

|(M, f &s)|=|(L, f &s)|

=(L V h, f &s)h

�&L V h&h | f &s|h

�&L V h&h | f |h ,

using (12). Hence, in view of (9), (10), and (11), we obtain

Theorem 2. Let h satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1. Let s be the
h-spline Hermite interpolant to f # Ch . For each functional M # E$r , which is
linearly independent of L1 , ..., LN , on Cr(Rd), let L be the functional
defined by

L=M+ :
N

k=1

ckLk ,

where c1 , ..., cN are so chosen that L # E$m, r . Then

|(M, f &s)|�C(M) | f |h ,

where

C(M)= inf
c # RN {\|Rd

h� (!) }M� (!)+ :
N

j=1

cj Lj@(!) }
2

d!+
1�2

: M+ :
N

j=1

cjLi # E$m, r= .

3. POINTWISE CONVERGENCE RATES

Throughout this section, C will be an intrinsic constant which will not
necessarily be the same at each occurrence.

In [12] and [18], Madych and Nelson and Wu and Schaback, respec-
tively, give convergence rates for h-spline Lagrange interpolation in Ch .
Here we will extend their results to the case of Hermite interpolation on 0,
a domain which is nice enough that there exist positive constants K, =0 such
that for every 0<=<=0 ,

0/. [B(t, =K) : t # T=],

where

T==[t # Rd : B(t, =)/0], B(t, =)=[x # Rd : |x&t|�=].
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If 0 satisfies the cone condition, then the above requirements will naturally
be met; see [5]. Let [L1 , ..., LN] be the interpolating functionals with
supporting set X. Let s be the h-spline Hermite interpolant to f. For
each ; # Zd, 0�|;|�r, and x # 0, we want to get the convergence rate of
|D;(s& f )(x)| on 0, as the coverage of X to the domain 0 improves.

In the case of Lagrange interpolation, the support of point-evaluation
functionals is required to become dense on 0. In the case of Hermite inter-
polation we require that for certain multiinteger : # Zd, |:|�r, the subset
Y: of X defined by

Y:=[ y # Rd | D: $y # [L1 , ..., LN]]

satisfy

dist(Y: , 0)�C\,

and we estimate the pointwise error |D;(s& f )(x)| in terms of the
parameter \, when ; # Zd such that |;|�r and ;�:.

Now for every integer l�max[m, r] and fixed :, let

6:=[ p # 6l&1 | D:( p)=0] (14)

and let 6 :
l :=6l&1(Rd)�6:(Rd) be the quotient set in which the element 0

is identified with any p # 6:(Rd). Let

n :=dim 6 :
l =dim 6 l&1(Rd)&dim 6: .

Note that we can always select a set of n functionals [La(i)=D: $a(i) ;
i=1, ..., n], where a(i) # Rd, such that these functionals are linearly
independent of 6 :

l . Hence for any set of n data [;1 , ..., ;n], there exists a
unique polynomial p # 6 :

l such that

(La(i) , p)=;i , i=1, ..., n.

Let [Pa(i); i=1, ..., n]/6 :
l satisfy

(La(i) , Pa( j))=$i, j , i, j=1, ..., n.

Let B(*) be a neighbourhood of points [a(i) # Rd; i=1, ..., n] for some
constant *>0, i.e.,

B(*)=�
n

i=1

B(a(i), *).

Clearly, b=(b(1), ..., b(n)) # B(*) if and only if

|b(i)&a(i)|<*, i=1, ..., n.
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Since [La(i) ; i=1, ..., n] are functionals linearly independent of 6 :
l , by con-

tinuity, we can choose *>0 such that for any b # B(*), [Lb(i) ; i=1, ..., n]
are also functionals linearly independent of 6 :

l . Now choose a constant
R�max[1, =0 , *] such that

B(a(i), *)/B(0, R), i=1, ..., n.

For \=\(0, Y)<=0 *�R, set ==R\*&1=R\
�
, where \

�
=\*&1. For a fixed

point x # 0, we choose t # B(x, =) & T= and consider the set of points
[t+\

�
a(i)]n

1 . It is easy to verify that the balls B(t+\
�
a(i), \) are contained

in B(t, R\
�
)=B(t, =)/0. Since \ is the measure of how closely Y: covers

0, there exist, say, x(i) # Y: such that

x(i) # B(t+\
�
a(i), \), i=1, ..., n, (15)

and moreover

|x&x(i)|�|x&t|+|t&x(i)|�=+\
�
R=2R*&1\, (16)

where x is the fixed point in 0. Now let

b(i)=
x(i)&t

\
�

, i=1, ..., n; (17)

then

b(i) # B(a(i), \)/B(a(i), *), i=1, ..., n.

Hence the functionals Lb(i) are linearly independent of 6l (R
d), and we can

construct the corresponding polynomials Pb(i) # 6 :
l such that

(Lb(i) , Pb( j))=$i, j , i=1, ..., n. (18)

Lemma 2. Let

L :=1& :
n

i=1

ui (x) Lx(i) ,

where 1=D;$x with ;�:, x # 0, and

ui (x)=\
�

k0&k1(D;Pb(i))( y),
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where k0=|:| , k1=|;|, and

y=(x&t)�\
�

# B(0, R).

Then L # E$l, r .

Proof. We need only prove that (L, p)=0 for p # 6 :
l , as 1 and

Lx(i)=D: $x(i) annihilate 6: . For any such p, we write

p( } )=q \}&t
\
�
+= :

n

i=1

ciPb(i) \}&t
\
�
+ ,

since Pb(i), i=1, ..., n, are a basis for 6 :
l . Thus

(L, p)=(1, p)& :
n

i=1

ui (x)(Lx(i) , p)

=(1, p)& :
n

i=1

ui (x) \Lx(i) , :
n

j=1

cjPb( j) \ }&t
\
�
++

=(1, p)& :
n

j=1

cj :
n

i=1

u i (x) \Lx(i) , Pb( j) \}&t
\
�
++

=(1, p)& :
n

j=1

cj :
n

i=1

u i (x)(Lb(i) , Pb( j)) \
�

&k0

=(1, p)& :
n

j=1

cj :
n

i=1

\
�

k0&k1(D;Pb(i))( y) $i, j \
�

&k0

=(1, p)& :
n

j=1

cj\
�

&k1(D;Pb(i))( y)

=(1, p)& :
n

j=1

cj (D;Pb(i)) \x&t
\
�
+

=(1, p)&\D; $x , :
n

j=1

cj Pb(i) \x&t
\
�
++

=(1, p)&(1, p)=0. K

Since [Pb(i)(!)]n
1 are polynomials, together with their derivatives up to r

they are uniformly bounded on the bounded domain [ |!|�R, b # B(*)];
i.e., there exists a constant C>0, which only depends on * and R, such
that

sup { :
n

i=1

|D:Pb(i)(!)| : |!|�R, b # B(*), |:|�r=<C.
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Thus for ui (x) defined in Lemma 2, we have

|ui (x)|�C\
�

k0&k1, i=1, ..., n, (19)

for any x # 0, as | y|=|(x&t)�\
�
|�=�\

�
=R.

Lemma 3. Let L be defined as in Lemma 2. Then,

|(L, ei } !)|�C {\
�

l&k1 |!| l,
\
�

k0&k1 |!|k0+|!|k1,
\
�

|!|�1,
\
�

|!|�1.

Proof. Since for t # R,

et=Pl&1(t)+t lRl (t), with |Rl (t)|�e |t|,

where Pl&1 # 6l&1(R). Noting that L annihilates polynomials of degree
l&1, for \

�
|!|�1, we have

|(L, ei } !)|=|(L, ei( }&x) !)|

=|(L, Pl&1(i( } &x) !)+(i( } &x) !) l Rl (i( }&x) !))|

=|(L, (i( } &x) !) l Rl (i( } &x) !))|

= } (1, (i( } &x) !) l R l (i( } &x) !))

& :
n

j=1

uj (x)(Lx( j) , (i( }&x) !) l Rl (i( }&x) !)) }
=V } :

n

j=1

uj (x)(Lx( j) , (i( }&x) !) l R l (i( }&x) !)) }
�\ :

n

j=1

|uj (x)|+ max
1� j�n

[ |(Lx( j) , (i( }&x) !) l Rl (i( }&x) !))|]

�C\
�

k0&k1 max
1� j�n

|x( j)&x| l&k0 |!| l } e |x( j)&x| |!|

�C\
�

l&k1 |!| l.

The equality of ( V ) is valid because 1 is supported at point x. When
\
�

|!|>1, since the functionals 1 and Lx(i) are distributions of order k1 and
k0 , respectively, it follows that
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|(L, ei } !)|�|(1, ei } !)|+ :
n

j=1

|uj (x)| |(Lx(i) , ei } !)|

�|C |!|k1+C\
�

k0&k1 |!|k0|,

by (19). K

Now we state the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 3. Let 4=[L1 , ..., LN]/E$r , r # N, have support X, and let h
satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 1. Let f # Ch and s be the h-spline Hermite
interpolant to f, i.e.,

s(x)= :
N

i=1

ciLi V h(x)+ :
|;|�m&1

b;x;

(Li , s)=(Li , f ), i=1, ..., N,

where the coefficients c1 , ..., cN satisfy

:
N

i=1

ci (Li , p)=0, \p # 6m&1(Rd).

If the subset Y: of X defined by

Y:=[ y # Rd | D: $y # 4]

satisfies

dist(Y: , 0)�\,

then for any ;�: with |;|�r, and fixed x # 0,

|D;( f &s)(x)|�C | f |h \r&|;|, (20)

for some constant C>0 independent of \ and x # 0.

Proof. Let 1=D; $x and k1=|;|. According to Theorem 2,

|D;( f &s)(x)|=|1( f &s)|�c(1 ) & f &h , (21)

where

c(1 )=inf {\|R d }\1+ :
N

i=1

ciLi , e i } !+}
2

h� (!) d!+
1�2

} 1+ :
N

i=1

ciLi # E$m, r= .
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Now,

L=1& :
n

i=1

ui (x) Lx(i) ,

where for 1�i�N,

ci={&uj (x),
0,

if Li=Lx( j) for some 1� j�n,
otherwise,

annihilates 6l&1 (hence it also annihilates 6m&1). Thus

c(1)�\|R d
|(L, ei } !)| 2 h� (!) d!+

1�2

.

Setting k0=|:| and k1=|;|, by Lemma 3, we have

|
\
�

|!| >1
|(L, e i } !)| 2 h� (!) d!

�|
\
�

|!| >1
C( |!|2k1+\

�
2k0&k1 |!| k0) h� (!) d!

�C {|\
�

|!|>1
|!|&(2r&2k1) |!| 2r h� (!) d!

+|
\
�

|!|>1
\
�

2k0&k1 |!| &(2r&2k0) |!|2r h� (!) d!=
�C(\

�
2r&2k1+\

�
2k0&2k1\2r&2k0) |

\
�

|!|>1
|!|2r h� (!) d!

�C\
�

2r&2k1,

as

|
\
�

|!|>1
|!|2r h� (!) d!<�.
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On the other hand, again by Lemma 3,

|
\
�

|!|�1
|(L, ei } !)|2 h� (!) d!

�C\
�

2l&2k1 |
\
�

|!|�1
|!|2l h� (!) d!

=C\
�

2l&2k1 {||!|<1
|!|2l h� (!) d!+|

1�&!&�\

�

&1
|!| 2l h� (!) d!=

�C\
�

2l&2k1 {O(1)+\
�

2r&2l |
1�|!|�\

�
&1

|!|2r |!|2l&2r \
�

2l&2rh� (!) d!=
�C\

�
2l&2k1 {O(1)+\

�
2r&2l |

1�|!|�\
�

&1
|!|2r h� (!) d!=

�C\
�

2l&2k1(O(1)+O(\
�

2r&2l))

=C\
�

2r&2k1.

Combination of the last two inequalities tells us that

C(1 )�C\r&k1,

which, in view of (21), gives us the required result. K
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